In recent years, evidence has accumulated in support of a two-source model of distortion product otoacoustic emissions ͑DPOAEs͒. According to such models DPOAEs recorded in the ear canal are associated with two separate sources of cochlear origin. It is the interference between the contributions from the two sources that gives rise to the DPOAE fine structure ͑a pseudoperiodic change in DPOAE level or group delay with frequency͒. Multiple internal reflections between the base of the cochlea ͑oval window͒ and the DP tonotopic place can add additional significant components for certain stimulus conditions and thus modify the DPOAE fine structure. DPOAEs, at frequency increments between 4 and 8 Hz, were recorded at fixed f 2 / f 1 ratios of 1.053, 1.065, 1.08, 1.11, 1.14, 1.18, 1.22, 1.26, 1.30, 1.32, 1.34, and 1.36 from four subjects. The resulting patterns of DPOAE amplitude and group delay ͑the negative of the slope of phase͒ revealed several previously unreported patterns in addition to the commonly reported log sine variation with frequency. These observed ''exotic'' patterns are predicted in computational simulations when multiple internal reflections are included. An inverse FFT algorithm was used to convert DPOAE data from the frequency to the ''time'' domain. Comparison of data in the time and frequency domains confirmed the occurrence of these ''exotic'' patterns in conjunction with the presence of multiple internal reflections. Multiple internal reflections were observed more commonly for high primary ratios ( f 2 / f 1 у1.3). These results indicate that a full interpretation of the DPOAE level and phase ͑group delay͒ must include not only the two generation sources, but also multiple internal reflections.
I. INTRODUCTION
Distortion product otoacoustic emissions ͑DPOAEs͒ are signals generated in the cochlea in response to simultaneous stimulation by two pure tones ͑Kemp, 1978͒. The two stimulus tones, at frequencies f 1 and f 2 ( f 2 Ͼ f 1 ), commonly referred to as primaries, generate distortion products at several frequencies ( f dp ) that are mathematically related to the frequencies of the primaries. In the currently accepted model of apical DPOAEs ( f dp Ͻ f 1 ), the initial DP energy is generated by the nonlinear interaction between the primaries at their overlap region near the tonotopic location of the higher frequency primary ͑see Kummer et al., 1995, for review͒. This energy at the distortion product frequency then travels both apically and basally. The apically traveling energy reaches the region of the DP characteristic place and is reflected back due to localized random inhomogeneities on the basilar membrane, while the fraction of the energy traveling basally from the generation region reaches the ear canal directly. The theory of reflections on the basilar membrane from randomly distributed inhomogeneities was formalized by Zweig and Shera ͑1995͒ and later incorporated in a comprehensive model of otoacoustic emissions by Talmadge et al. ͑1998͒ . The DPOAE signal recorded in the ear canal is a combination of the ''overlap'' or ''generator'' and ''reflection'' components ͑Talmadge et al., 1998, 1999; Mauermann et al., 1999b; Knight and Kemp, 2000; Dreisbach, 1999; Kalluri and Shera, 2001; Konrad-Martin et al., 2001͒ . The fundamental distinction between the two components is expressed primarily as a difference in their phase behaviors as functions of the DPOAE frequency ͑Talmadge et , 1999 Shera and Guinan, 1999͒ . The approximate scaling symmetry of the cochlea implies that the phase of the generator component due to cochlear nonlinearities is very nearly independent of f dp for fixed primary ratios ͑Shera et al., 2000͒. However, the phase of the reflection component varies rapidly with f dp because the inhomogeneities responsible for the reflections are fixed in location on the basilar membrane ͑Shera and Zweig, 1993; Zweig and Shera, 1995͒ . The DPOAE level recorded in the ear canal is a result of the interference between the two components that generates a pseudoperiodic variation in level as a function of frequency a͒ Electronic mail: sumit@indiana.edu known as fine structure. Typical fine-structure data from a normal-hearing ear is displayed in Fig. 1 . Note the pseudoperiodic variation ͑fine structure͒ observed for both level and group delay. Group delay is calculated as the 1/2 times the negative of the slope of the phase. The steep slope of the phase curve below 2450 Hz reflects a dominant reflection component. On the other hand, the relatively slow phase variation above 2450 Hz is indicative that the generator component is dominant. Note that the relationship between the level and group-delay fine structures is a direct consequence of the phase behavior at the fine structure minima. The two fine structures are negatively and positively correlated below and above 2450 Hz, respectively.
Computational models proposed by several researchers give theoretical support for the two-source model ͑Zweig and Shera, 1995; Talmadge et al., 1998 Talmadge et al., , 1999 Mauermann et al., 1999b͒ and convincing evidence for such models has been presented using several experimental paradigms by various research groups ͑e.g., Talmadge et al., 1999; Mauermann et al., 1999a; Konrad-Martin et al., 2001; Kalluri and Shera, 2001͒ . Specific experimental paradigms include suppression of the ''reflection'' component ͑e.g., Heitmann et al., 1988; Talmadge et al., 1999; Kalluri and Shera, 2001; Konrad-Martin et al., 2001͒ or indirect isolation of the ''generator'' component by computing a moving average of the overall amplitude and phase ͑Brown et al., 1996͒. The two components have also been isolated using inverse-FFT analysis ͑Stover et al., 1996; Fahey and Allen, 1997; Kalluri and Shera, 2001; Knight and Kemp, 2001͒ . Additionally, results from novel experimental designs such as using pulsed primaries ͑Talmadge et al., 1999͒ or placing the DP characteristic place in a region of hearing loss ͑Mauermann et al., 1999a͒ have also provided support for these models. Talmadge et al. ͑1999͒ exploited the temporal differences in the generation of the two components, when one of the primaries is pulsed on and off, to visualize them in the time domain. The generator component is present alone for a brief period after the onset of the pulsed primary, while the reflection component is present alone for a brief period after its offset. Mauermann et al. ͑1999a͒ used the pattern of DPOAE fine structure in individuals with notched hearing losses to show that the presence of fine structure depended on a region of normal hearing at the DP frequencies.
Along with this convincing body of evidence in support of a two-source model of DPOAEs, preliminary evidence has also been presented to indicate that a simple two-source model might not encapusulate the full complexity of the process of DPOAE generation ͑Stover et al., 1996; Talmadge et al., 1999; Konrad-Martin et al., 2001͒ . This evidence points towards the contribution of additional cochlear reflection components to the signal recorded in the ear canal. Stover et al. ͑1996͒ observed multiple peaks in ''time domain'' data derived from frequency-domain DPOAE data using an inverse FFT algorithm. In discussing the possible source of the multiple peaks, the authors considered the presence of ͑i͒ multiple sources in the cochlea, ͑ii͒ ''one ͑or two͒ sources and multiple reflections between them,'' and ͑iii͒ a single source responsible for all the observed peaks. After careful consideration of all three possibilities, Stover et al. ͑1996͒ concluded that ... the most parsimonious explanation, at this time, may be that there are multiple sources for the acoustic distortion that is measured in the ear canal... . However, advances in the theory of DPOAE generation and supporting experimental evidence obtained since 1996 have led the same group to attribute the presence of multiple peaks in IFFT data to multiple reflections in the cochlea ͑Konrad-Martin et al., 2001͒. The most direct evidence for multiple internal reflections to date has perhaps come from direct time domain measurements of Talmadge et al. ͑1999͒ in which additional ''peaks'' of energy were observed after the offset of the pulsed primary. While the reflection component forms the first ''peak'' after stimulus offset, multiple internal reflections would be responsible for any additional peaks. It should be noted that the above results were merely casual observations made during examination of the properties of the generator and reflection components and the specifics of the phenomenon of multiple internal reflections have not yet been reported in the literature.
Although experimental work regarding multiple internal reflections has been limited, the theoretical foundation of this phenomenon has already been explored in considerable detail. The basis for multiple internal reflections is tied to the presence of an impedance mismatch at the base of the cochlea ͑oval window͒, resulting in a basal reflectance. Any basal-moving wave from the generator region or the DP characteristic region will encounter this reflectance and a portion of this wave will be reflected back towards the cochlear apex. This phenomenon of reflection of retrograde waves at the stapes has been formalized in detail by Shera and Zweig ͑1991͒. The presence of the two reflectances, an apical reflectance at the DP tonotopic location and a basal reflectance at the base of the cochlea, results in multiple reflections inside the cochlea. Some of the specific details of FIG. 1. DP level, phase, and group-delay fine structure from a normalhearing ear recorded with primary levels of 65 and 60 dB SPL and a frequency ratio of 1.225. Group delay is calculated as the negative of the slope of the phase divided by 2. The DPOAE phase changes rapidly between the frequencies of 2300 and 2450 Hz, indicating dominance of the reflection component. The slow variation in phase with frequency above 2450 Hz indicates dominance of the generator component. The level and group delay fine structures are negatively and positively correlated below and above 2450 Hz, respectively. multiple-internal-reflection models ͑e.g., Talmadge et al., 1998 are discussed in a later section.
In this paper we examine the phenomenon of multiple internal reflections and their effects on DPOAE fine structure. We begin by discussing the relevant aspects of the twosource model. The emphasis here is in highlighting the factors that influence the generation of multiple internal reflections. It is shown that internal reflections have a profound effect on level and group-delay fine structures. Several terms are introduced to help describe and categorize the varied fine structure shapes that are predicted by the model. Finally, the programmatically determined predictions of the level and group-delay fine structure shapes are presented and shown to be supported by observations of different finestructure shapes in normal-hearing adult human ears. These observations were made from a data base of high-resolution DPOAE recordings from four subjects under a broad range of primary levels and frequency ratios. The implications of these findings and their impact on the currently established model of DPOAEs are discussed to conclude the paper.
II. MODEL SUMMARY
The analytic aspects critical to the presence of multiple internal reflections presented here are based on the comprehensive model of DPOAEs proposed by Talmadge et al. ͑1997, 1998 . This model falls in the general class of two-source interference models and shares basic features with other published analytic models ͑e.g., Zweig and Shera, 1995; Mauermann et al., 1999b͒ .
The process of DPOAE generation, incorporated in the above model, is comprised of three separate stages, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . In the first stage the two primary traveling waves propagate to their characteristic places on the basilar membrane and reach peaks in their activity patterns. DP energy is generated in the region of overlap between the activity patterns of the two primaries ͑near the f 2 tonotopic place͒ due to cochlear nonlinearities. If the two primary stimuli are considered to be of angular frequencies 1 and 2 ( 2 Ͼ 1 ), DP energy at the frequencies dp ϭ(nϩ1) 1 Ϫn 2 (nϭ1,2,3...) are generated in the cochlea. Note that this relationship describes ͑apical͒ DPOAEs that are lower in frequency than the primaries ͑tonotopic site of DP apical to those of the primaries, dp Ͻ 1 Ͻ 2 ). Although only the DPOAE at the frequency 2 f 1 Ϫ f 2 is considered in this paper, the theoretical implications of the findings should be applicable to all other apical DPOAEs. A fraction of the DP energy generated in this overlap region travels basally towards the middle ear, while another fraction travels apically towards its characteristic place on the basilar membrane. Based on the typical picture of the basilar membrane with the base to the left and the apex to the right, we will refer to the energy traveling basally as associated with the initially left moving component ( P l ), and the energy traveling towards the 2 f 1 Ϫ f 2 region with the initially right moving component ( P r ).
In the second stage of the generation process, the initial apically traveling DP wave reaches the region of its characteristic place and achieves a tall and broad activity pattern. A fraction of this wave is reflected basally due to coherent reflections from random inhomogeneities on the basilar membrane. ͓The reader is directed to Shera and Zweig ͑1993͒ and Zweig and Shera ͑1995͒ for technical details on the mechanism of coherent reflections.͔ This mechanism is characterized by the apical reflectance (R a ). At this stage there are two separate DP waves at the angular frequency dp traveling basally. Both of these waves are partially transmitted to the ear canal through the middle ear.
In the third and final stage, the basally traveling DP waves encounter a basal reflectance (R b ) at the stapes due to the impedance mismatch between the middle ear and the cochlea. Both of these waves are reflected back towards the cochlear apex. Thus two reflectances, at the DP tonotopic place (R a ) and the stapes (R b ), are set up and result in DP waves that are reflected back and forth. These multiple internal reflections produce an ''internal resonance'' factor in the expression for the DP ear canal signal ͑Talmadge et al., 1998͒. In summary, the DPOAE recorded in the ear canal is a result of all three of the following elements: ͑i͒ initial basal-and apical-moving DP waves generated at the generator region on the basilar membrane, ͑ii͒ reflected DP wave from the DP tonotopic region, and ͑iii͒ internal resonance components due to multiple reflections of cochlear DP waves between the stapes and the DP tonotopic region.
The main observable difference between the generator and reflection components is in their phase behaviors, which are reflective of the putative mechanisms responsible for them. When recorded using a fixed ( f 2 / f 1 ) ratio paradigm, the phase of the generator component is almost independent of frequency ( f dp ) due to the approximate scaling symmetry in the cochlea ͑Shera et al., 2000͒. The phase of the reflection component͑s͒, on the other hand, varies rapidly with frequency since the source of these reflections is fixed in location on the basilar membrance ͑Talmadge et al., 1999; Shera and Guinan, 1999͒ . This distinction is essentially the same as that made between ''wave'' and ''place-fixed'' emissions ͑see Knight and Kemp, 2000, for review͒. As was discussed in the previous section, the fine structure observed in the ear-canal signal is a consequence of the interaction between the components of DPOAE. The complex amplitude of the DPOAE recorded in the ear canal has been analytically derived by Talmadge et al. ͑1998͒: FIG. 2 . Schematic representation of the mechanisms involved in the twosource model. The two sources are associated with the ''generator'' region and the ''reflection'' region. P l represents the initial basally traveling DP wave; P r represents the initial apically traveling DP wave. R a is the apical reflectance due to reflection sources in the 2 f 1 Ϫ f 2 tonotopic region, while R b is the basal reflectance at the stapes. P e ͑ 2 ,r, dp ͒ϭ ͫ 1 1ϪR a ͑ dp ͒R b ͑ dp ͒ ͬ ͓ P l ͑ 2 ,r, dp ͒ ϩR a ͑ dp ͒P r ͑ 2 ,r, dp ͔͒, ͑1͒
where 1 and 2 are the angular frequencies of the primary stimuli and rϭ 2 / 1 , and dp is the angular DPOAE frequency. R a is the apical reflectance due to random inhomogeneities around the DP tonotopic site, R b is the basal reflectance at the junction between the cochlea and stapes ͑oval window͒, and P l and P r are measures respectively of the initially basal-moving and apical-moving DP wave components. In the absence of basal reflectance, the component from the 2 f 1 Ϫ f 2 tonotopic region is determined by the total energy generated in the generator region, the ratio between the apical and basal DP wave energy from the generator region, and the reflectance R a . R b determines the proportion of basally traveling energy that is reflected towards the cochlear apex at the junction of the cochlea with the stapes. In the limit of R a ϭ1 and negligible multiple internal reflections (R a R b Ӷ1), the DPOAE ear canal pressure signal would be P l ϩ P r . Talmadge et al. ͑1998͒ parameterize the ratio between the initial apical and basal DP waves as R d ( dp ) ϭ P r ( dp )/P l ( dp ).
If the dependence of various quantities on 1 and 2 are suppressed, the full fine-structure equation ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒ can be re-written as follows: P e ͑ dp ͒ϭ P l ͑ dp ͒ϩR a ͑ dp ͒P r ͑ dp ͒ 1ϪR a ͑ dp ͒R b ͑ dp ͒ . ͑2͒
Equation ͑2͒ can be simplified in appearance as:
P e ͑ dp ͒ϭ P l ͑ dp ͒ 1ϩR a ͑ dp ͓͒ P r ͑ dp ͒/ P l ͑ dp ͔͒ 1ϪR a ͑ dp ͒R b ͑ dp ͒ ϵ P l ͑ dp ͒ 1ϩR a ͑ dp ͒R d ͑ dp ͒ 1ϪR a ͑ dp ͒R b ͑ dp ͒ ϵ P l ͑ dp ͒ 1ϩR 1 1ϪR 2 , ͑3͒
where
The fraction involving the terms R 1 and R 2 in Eq. ͑3͒ modulates P l . R 1 is the contribution of the reflection from the DP tonotopic region to the DPOAE in the absence of any reflections from the stapes. The 1/(1ϪR 2 ) term represents the contributions of the resonance created inside the cochlea due to multiple internal reflections between the stapes and the DP region on the basilar membrane. Since only the term R a ( dp ) is expected to have rapid phase dependence on dp , a new term F dp ( dp ) is introduced to characterize fine structure:
F dp ͑ dp ͒ϭ 1ϩR 1 1ϪR 2 . ͑4͒
The relevant characteristics of this function are L dp ͑ dp ͒ϭlog͉F dp ͑ ͉͒, dp ͑ dp ͒ϭarg͓F dp ͑ ͔͒, ͑5͒ dp ͑ dp ͒ϭϪ dp Ј ͑ dp ͒.
L dp , dp , and dp represent the level, total phase, and groupdelay fine structure functions, respectively. Note that L dp is given by L dp ͑ dp ͒ϭ 1 2
͑6͒
where 1,2 ϭarg͓R 1,2 ͔. Thus, the terms on the left-hand side of Eqs. ͑4͒-͑6͒ represent the combined contribution of all components from the DP tonotopic region and their salient characteristics, namely, level, phase, and group delay. Under most stimulus conditions the only significant contribution to the ear canal signal comes from the first reflection. However, additional reflections can contribute significantly to the ear canal signal under specific stimulus conditions. The combined levels and phases of all significant reflections from the DP tonotopic region determine the exact characteristics of the final fine structure.
III. FINE-STRUCTURE SHAPE

A. Effect of resonance
The relationship between level and group-delay fine structures is determined by the relative dominance of the generator and reflection components of the DPOAE measured in the ear canal. The predicted pattern for DPOAE level fine structure, when just the two components are taken into account (R 2 ϭ0), is limited to ''normal log-sine'' for all values of R 1 ͑top-left panel in Fig. 3͒ . This pattern is classified as ''log-sine'' as this would be the pattern if a sine wave plus a constant (1ϩb cos t) were plotted on a log scale. This fine-structure pattern is further classified as ''normal'' FIG. 3 . Full model prediction of DPOAE fine-structure taxonomy. The ''doubled'' shape is not expected in level fine structure; all shapes should be observed in group-delay fine structure.
͑maxima broader than minima͒ since this is the most commonly observed form. Group-delay fine structure is predicted to be either normal log-sine ͑top-right panel of Fig. 3͒ or ''inverted'' ͑minima broader than maxima-top-left panel of Fig. 3͒ for ͉R 1 ͉Ͻ1 or ͉R 1 ͉Ͼ1, respectively. This limited model, incorporating the generator and the initial reflection components, also predicts that only group-delay fine structure can be inverted. While both level and group-delay fine structures are normal when the generator component is larger in magnitude than the reflection component, group-delay fine structure is inverted when the reflection component is larger in magnitude than the generator component ͑Talmadge et al., 1999͒. This combination of normal level fine structure and inverted group-delay fine structure has been reported previously by Talmadge et al. ͑1999͒ , and the reader is directed to that publication for further details.
When the full model with all terms including multiple internal reflections is examined, a more complex family of fine-structure shapes is predicted. The predicted set of finestructure patterns is depicted in Fig. 3 .
B. Determining fine structure shape
Upon inclusion of the effects of multiple internal reflections, several novel fine-structure shapes, that have not been published previously, are predicted ͑see Fig. 3͒ . Here we present an objective system of classification of these ''exotic'' shapes using a quantitative protocol for identification of magnitude extrema and inflection points and subsequently using the number of inflection points between adjacent maxima and minima to identify different fine-structure patterns. Two fundamental types of extrema are defined in Fig.  4 . Magnitude-extrema are defined as the values of dp at which a given function, DP-level or group delay, is at a local maximum or minimum. These are represented by open and filled squares in Fig. 4 , and correspond to locations where the slope of a given function is equal to zero.
Inflection-extrema or inflection points are values of dp for which the slope of a given function is at a maximum or minimum. These are represented by the solid circles in Fig.  4 . The open tangent circles are used to illustrate the concept of curvature. Curvature magnitude is defined as the reciprocal of the radius of the tangent circle. The curvature of a function can also be expressed as a positive factor times the second derivative of the function at that point. Thus, since the radius of the hatched circle at the maximum is greater than that of the solid-line circle at the minimum, the magnitude of curvature at the minimum is greater than that at the maximum. The second derivative of the function is positive at the minimum, and negative at the maximum. Since the curvatures at maxima and minima have opposite signs, there has to be an odd number of inflection points ͑where the value of curvature becomes zero and curvature changes sign͒ between adjacent maxima and minima.
The number and type of extrema can be used to objectively categorize the type of fine structure observed in a given experimental measurement, as is discussed below. They can also be used in the analysis of the behavior of Eq. ͑3͒ to determine the type of fine structure expected for different values of R 1 and R 2 .
C. Shape function
A quantity termed the ''shape function'' was introduced to objectively differentiate between normal and inverted fine-structure. Shape function (S) is defined as S͑ dp ͒ϭϪ f Љ͑ dp ͉͒ max / f Љ͑ dp ͉͒ min ,
͑7͒
where f Љ( dp )͉ max,min are the second derivatives of the function evaluated at the maximum and minimum, respectively. Figure 4 is a schematic representation of normal level fine structure. Note that the curvature magnitudes at minima are greater than those at maxima. By definition, the value of S is limited between 0 and ϱ. In Fig. 4 , Sр1, which is the case for ''normal'' fine structure. Fine structure is categorized as ''inverted'' when 1ӶSрϱ.
D. Asymmetry factor
Asymmetry factor is another quantity used in the objective categorization of fine-structure shape. Normal fine structure has equally spaced minima and maxima when plotted against basilar membrane position, where ''normal'' is defined as log-sinusoidal structure with the minima having maximum curvature magnitude. However, the two-source interference model predicts unequal spacing between maxima and minima in some cases ͑Fig. 5͒.
To define the asymmetry factor (A), the limits of a fine structure period (D) are defined by two consecutive magnitude extrema ͑maxima or minima͒ with the greatest curvature. The distance between the first of these extrema and the intermediate extreme is called d. A is quantified as 2d/D Ϫ1. By definition the range of possible values for A is between Ϫ1 and 1. Aϭ0 when fine structure is symmetric. Since asymmetry is measured relative to absolute maxima or minima with the largest curvature, it is not influenced by inversion of fine structure.
E. Classification of fine-structure shape
The shape function (S), asymmetry factor (A), and the number of inflection points between adjacent maxima and minima were used to classify fine structure as normal or inverted, and to categorize fine-structure shape into four possible categories. This classification scheme is represented in Table I . Both log-sine and doubled fine structure have one inflection point between adjacent magnitude extrema. These two categories were differentiated based on the number of magnitude extrema in a given frequency range. Finestructure shape was classified as ''cusped'' in case of three inflection points between adjacent magnitude extrema. Sawtooth fine structure was characterized by unequal number of inflection points in adjacent half-periods. There is one inflection point in the half-period between maxima and minima, but there are three inflection points in the following halfperiod between minima and maxima in case of normal sawtooth fine structure. The number of inflection points in each half period is reversed in case of inverted sawtooth fine structure. The value of S was used to differentiate between normal and inverted fine structure with equal number of inflection points in adjacent half periods. Fine structure was classified as ''normal'' when Sр1 and ''inverted'' when 1 ӶSрϱ.
F. Analysis results
The criteria listed above were coded into a computer program. This was used to develop ''maps'' of the finestructure shapes expected for different values of ͉R 1 ͉ and ͉R 2 ͉ and 0 ϭ 1 Ϫ 2 , as illustrated in Fig. 6 .
The commonly observed and usually reported shape is termed ''normal log-sine.'' This shape and its inverted counterpart are presented in the top panel of Fig. 3 . The remaining panels represent ''exotic'' shapes that are predicted by the models that incorporate multiple internal reflections (͉R b ͉Ͼ0). ''Doubled'' patterns are predicted for group delay alone while ''normal'' and ''inverted'' forms of all other shapes are predicted for both level and group-delay fine structure.
The two-source interference model incorporating multiple internal reflections predicts that these various finestructure shapes vary as the values of ͉R 1 ͉, ͉R 2 ͉, and 0 are varied. Several maps of fine-structure behavior for a wide range of values for ͉R 1 ͉ and ͉R 2 ͉ for specific choices of 0 are presented in Fig. 6 .
Certain patterns become clear when comparing the level and group delay fine structures that are summarized in Fig. 7 . Additionally, distinctions between values of ͉R1͉ and ͉R2͉ resulting in ''normal'' and ''inverted'' patterns can be made more easily in Fig. 7 . The different classes of level fine structure behavior are demarcated by the lines ͉R 1 ͉ϭ͉R 2 ͉ and ͉R 1 ͉͉R 2 ͉ϭ1, whereas the different classes for group delay are demarcated by ͉R 1 ͉ϭ͉R 2 ͉, ͉R 1 ͉ϭ1, and ͉R 2 ͉ϭ1.
Note that neither inverted group delay nor inverted level fine structure in themselves are direct evidence for a net cochlear gain ͑e.g., ͉R a ͉Ͼ1). However, the experimental observation of inverted fine structure in both level and group delay or the departure of fine-structure shape from the more common log-sine pattern is direct evidence of an interference between two sources and for a direct role of cochlear resonance ͑i.e., multiple internal reflections͒.
It is also the case that these exotic interference patterns will only be observed when either ͉R 1 ͉ or ͉R 2 ͉ ͑or both͒ approach unity. In the classic two-source model, it is expected that ͉R 1 ͉Ӷ1. When ͉R 1 ͉ӷ1, the behavior returns to log-sine even though the value of ͉R 1 ͉ is well outside the classic range. This observation provides an explanation for why DPOAE fine structure can deepen when the DPOAE reflection component is suppressed by an external tone ͑e.g., Talmadge et al., 1999͒. An interesting result of this numerical analysis ͑together with analytic studies͒ is that only the group delay fine structure function is expected to exhibit a doubled fine structure. In general, the group delay fine structure behaves more ''wildly'' as ͉R 1 ͉ and ͉R 2 ͉ approach unity. This has interesting implications for the expected changes in level and groupdelay fine structure, when these measurements are obtained in the presence of a suppressor tone.
G. Effect of scale-invariance violations
If a(x,) is the amplitude of motion of the basilar membrane at position x ͑measured from the base͒ relative to the motion of the stapes in response to an external tone, and if a(x,)ϭa(/ (x)), where (x) is the place angular frequency for position x, then the cochlea is said to be scale invariant. The function a(x,) is often described as the transfer function from the stapes to the basilar membrane. If P e ( dp , 1 , 2 ) is the DPOAE ear canal pressure due to the two primaries of angular frequencies 1 and 2 , then if P e ( dp , 1 , 2 )ϭ P e ( 2 / 1 ), an even more general type of scale invariance is exhibited ͑Shera et al., 2000͒. Scale invariance violations for measurements in the ear canal result from a number of different sources, including ͑i͒ the presence of the middle/outer ear, ͑ii͒ the highfrequency cut-off of the basilar membrane, ͑iii͒ the variation in the sharpness of tuning of the basilar membrane from base to apex, and ͑iv͒ the presence of roughness on the basilar membrane.
From the perspective of DPOAE measurements, the principal effect of ͑ii͒ is to introduce a fine structure in the measured DPOAE level and group delay. The magnitude of this fine structure varies from base to apex due to fluctuations in the magnitude of the apical reflectance induced by this basilar membrane roughness. The effect of ͑iii͒ is to produce a variation in the relative spacing between fine structure maxima; ⌬/ ͑see, e.g., Zweig and Shera, 1995͒ , as a function of the DPOAE frequency . It also influences the amount of DP energy generated in the overlap region of the two primaries.
The main effect of ͑i͒ and ͑ii͒ is to cause a variation in the ratio of the driving pressure in the ear canal to the motion FIG. 6 . Density plots of different finestructure shapes for different values of R 1 and R 2 at specific values of 0 ( 0 ϭ 1 Ϫ 2 ). Variations in the maps with 0 notwithstanding, ''exotic'' patterns are predicted more frequently for group-delay fine structure. These patterns are also predicted for values of ͉R 1 ͉ and/or ͉R 2 ͉Ϸ1. Finestructure patterns interestingly return to normal log-sine for values of ͉R 1 ͉ and ͉R 2 ͉ӷ1. These maps are also summarized in Fig. 7 where different shapes are collapsed into normal versus inverted patterns only.
on the basilar membrane from base to apex. This will affect the amount of overall nonlinear interaction generated at fixed primary levels ͑in the ear canal͒ as the frequency of the primaries is varied.
Because of ͑i͒ and ͑ii͒ the magnitudes of the activity patterns associated with the primaries for mid-range frequencies ͑1000-2000 Hz in humans͒ can be significantly higher than they are for lower or higher frequency regions. This problem can be partly addressed by fixing the level of the primaries relative to the threshold of hearing, such that the primaries are set to a fixed pressure level in dB HL rather than dB SPL. Because of variations in the cochlear parameters from base to apex, there is reason to believe that the cochlea exhibits more gain at its base ͑60 dB͒ than at its apex. Hence, even fixing the stimulus to the hearing level of the subject will not remove the variation in the amount of nonlinear interaction generated by the primaries with stimulus frequency.
In spite of these complications, the assumption of ''earcanal scale invariance'' is usually adequate as long as the frequency region being considered is not too large. If earcanal scale invariance were exact, the phase of the DPOAE ͑generator component͒ would be expected to be constant with respect to DP frequency for fixed-f 2 / f 1 data. In fixedratio DPOAE measurements in humans ͑Talmadge et al., 1999͒ and in guinea pigs ͑Shera et al., 2000͒, the slow DPOAE phase dependence with DPOAE frequency indicates that the assumption of ear-canal scale invariance holds reasonably well over a fairly large range of frequencies.
The principal effect of fine structure is to produce a quasiperiodic variation of the phase with frequency about an approximately constant value, as long as the generator site is dominant. In regions where the reflection site is dominant, a quasiperiodic variation about a rapidly varying monotonic behavior of the phase with frequency is observed ͑Piskorski, 1997; Talmadge et al., 1999͒.
IV. METHODS
A. General methods
The methods used were similar to those reported earlier by our group. The reader is directed to Talmadge et al. ͑1999͒ for details. In brief, the signals were generated on a NeXT computer and passed through a set of TDT PA4 attenuators and HB6 headphone buffer before being fed to a pair of ER2 tubephones. The tubephones were coupled to the subjects ear using an ER10B microphone probe assembly and a size-matched immittance ͑GSI͒ probe tip. The signal picked up in the ear canal by the ER10B low-noise microphone was filtered and amplified by a battery-operated Stanford Research SR560 filter/low-noise amplifier before being digitized by a Singular Solutions AD64x analog to digital converter. The digital signal was then recorded on the hard drive of the NeXT computer for offline analysis. An analysis technique using least squares fit ͑LSF͒ filters was used to estimate the level and phase of several orders of DPOAEs as well as the level of the noise floor ͑Long and Talmadge,  1997͒. DPOAE recordings were obtained from a total of four subjects recruited from the Purdue University community. Subject selection was done via a series of screening tests involving audiological history, otoscopy, multifrequency tympanometry, tracking audiometry, spontaneous, and distortion product otoacoustic emissions. Subjects selected for the experiments had no family history of hearing loss, no recent middle or outer ear infections, had normal, type A tympanograms, and had hearing thresholds better than 10 dB HL at half-octave frequencies between 250 and 8000 Hz. The selected subjects exhibited DPOAE signal-to-noise ratio of 20 dB or better at stimulus levels of 65 dB SPL and a primary ratio of 1.225. The subjects also had distinct amplitude fine structure of DPOAEs in the frequency regions of interest. Presence or absence of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions was not used to determine subject eligibility, but the frequencies of spontaneous emissions, when present, were taken into account when analyzing DPOAE fine structure data. The subjects were seated comfortably in a double-walled EAC sound chamber during the experimental sessions which lasted approximately 2 h each.
Fine-resolution DPOAEs were recorded from each subject using several primary level combinations and frequency ratios with a frequency resolution approximating 0.025-mm tonotopic spacing on the basilar membrane. This spacing resulted in a variable frequency resolution with DPOAE frequency but each fine-structure period was always sampled by approximately 16 data points. The resultant frequency spacing was approximately 4 Hz around 1500 Hz and 8 Hz around 2500 Hz. The primary frequency ratio ( f 2 / f 1 ) was varied between 1.053 and 1.36 in approximate steps of 0.04 between 1.14 and 1.30. The step size was reduced at narrower and wider ratios outside of the limits of 1.14р f 2 / f 1 р1.30. The nominal ratios used were 1.053, 1.065, 1.08, 1.11, 1.14, 1.18, 1.22, 1.26, 1.30, 1.32, 1.34, and 1.36. Three equal level primary combinations (L 1 ϭL 2 ϭ45,65, 75 dB SPL) were used to record data. Additionally, several L 2 levels ͑45, 50, 55, and 60 dB SPL͒ were used in conjunction with an L 1 of 65 dB SPL.
The initial analysis of the data was accomplished using automated programs that have been developed in our laboratory to implement the LSF analysis technique. Upon completion of the initial analysis an automated three-stage procedure was employed to ''clean up'' the data. In the first step all data points with a noise floor higher than a preset level, determined based on the average noise floor observed in our laboratory, were rejected. At the next stage, a threepoint, overlapping, median filter based on the noise floor estimate was applied to the data set. Data points with a signal-to-noise ratio less than a preset value, based on the data for the given subject and stimulus condition, were rejected. The data set generated after the first two steps was saved in a subdirectory for the last stage of analysis. In this stage the phase data were unwrapped using an automated algorithm, the results of which were cross checked manually in every case and additional unwrappings were performed where necessary.
Once the phase was completely unwrapped and visually inspected to be smoothly varying, the data were used to calculate group delay. Group delay was calculated by fitting the unwrapped DP phase with a straight line in five-point intervals. The group delay is given by Ϫm /2, where m is the slope of the straight line.
B. Inverse FFT
A customized algorithm was developed in the laboratory to implement an inverse fast Fourier transform ͑IFFT͒ procedure on DPOAE frequency-domain data. The goal of the IFFT procedure was to resolve DPOAE components with different latencies. Simply stated, a FFT converts signals from the time domain to the frequency domain; an IFFT works in the reverse direction, converting signals from the frequency to the time domain. IFFT protocols have previously been used to convert frequency-domain DPOAE data to the time domain ͑e.g., Stover et al., 1996; Knight and Kemp, 2001; Kalluri and Shera, 2001; Konrad-Martin et al., 2001͒. In the present application of the IFFT protocol, the real and imaginary parts of the complex DPOAE amplitude were used as input for the IFFT algorithm (FFT filter size ϭ1024) following interpolation of data points to ensure equal spacing. The result was a reverse transformation of the data into the time domain. A rectangular and a Welch window were used in the time and frequency domains, respectively. These windows were chosen after careful experimentation with several other window types in both time and frequency domains. The chosen window combination resulted in the lowest maximum error ͑in dB͒ when frequencydomain fine structures reconstructed from the IFFT output were compared with original data. This combination also produced the least amount of peak-broadening without elevating the noise floor in the absence of a signal.
The IFFT protocol was also used to reduce the noise in the data by time-domain filtering. Once the DPOAE components were identified and the time window containing the maximum energy for all components was established, a filter to remove noise outside of the time window was applied. This removed noise-related fluctuations in the amplitude spectra and allowed visualization of minute alterations in fine-structure shape. The efficacy of the objective shapedetermination analysis described in the next section improved as a result of time-domain filtering. The effects of filtering were most noticeable at high ratios ( f 2 / f 1 Ͼ1.30) with poor separation between the signal and noise.
C. Determining fine-structure shape
It was expected that natural variance in DPOAE data would make determination of fine-structure shape difficult. An objective method of fine-structure shape determination, that was tolerant of experimental error, was developed so as to eliminate observer bias. This method was based on the classification system decribed in Sec. III.
Level and group delay fine structures were filtered in the time domain using an IFFT analysis and then restored to the frequency domain. The first and second derivatives of the level and group delay were calculated and used to determine maxima, minima, and inflection points. Data points at which the first derivative equaled zero were identified as magnitude extrema. Thus, a maximum was defined as a data point where the first derivative equaled zero and the value of the second derivative was less than zero. A minimum was defined as a data point where the first data point equaled zero and the value of the second derivative was greater than zero. Finally, data points where the second derivative equaled zero were designated as inflection points.
D. Classification of fine-structure shapes of measured results
In order to strengthen the objectivity of the procedure described previously for classifying the fine-structure shape, a set of objective criteria was developed to determine data points where the first and second derivative curves crossed zero. An error range of two standard deviations was calculated for derivatives of both orders. Zero crossings were identified when either the data or the error bar crossed zero. In cases of multiple consecutive zero crossings of error bars only, the first and the last of the series were considered to be actual zero crossings.
Interpolated data were used for shape determination unless there were gaps of 20 Hz or more between adjacent data points in the original data. These gaps were a result of elimination of several contiguous data points due to low signalto-noise ratio. Interpolation in these cases rendered the data unreliable in terms of the location of magnitude extrema and inflection points.
E. Relating fine-structure shape to stimulus parameters
The application of statistical methods to evaluate the relationship between different fine-structure shapes and stimulus parameters was complicated due to the variety of variable types. The explanatory or independent variables in this data set were primary levels and primary ratios. While these can be treated as interval variables, the dependent variable, fine-structure shape is purely nominal or categorical.
Given the nominal nature of the dependent variable, a generalized polytomous logistic regression model was deemed appropriate in this case. Generalized logit models, like ordinary regression models, can contain continuous or discrete explanatory variables ͑Agresti, 1990; Hosmer and Lemeshow, 1989͒. Moreover, the dependent variable can lack any form of ordering. A generalized logit model is stated as follows:
where j (x i ) denotes the probability of response ( j ϭ1,...,J) at the ith setting of values of k explanatory variables, x i ϭ(1, x i1 ,...,x ik ). The eight predicted fine-structure shapes ͑four patterns each for normal and inverted͒ are associated with values of jϭ1,...,8. k equals 2 in this data set as there are two explanatory variables-primary ratio and level. The first explanatory variable ͑primary ratio͒ has 12 settings, while primary level has 7 settings. The CATMOD procedure of the statistical software package, SAS, was used to obtain maximum likelihood estimates for the occurrence of different fine-structure shapes for different stimulus parameters. Primary level, ratio, and an interaction term involving level and ratio were included in the CATMOD model. The output of this procedure contained an ANOVA table which was used to establish statistical significance. Note that the dependent variable categories were designed to be divided into two groups with jр4 and jу5 signifying normal and inverted fine-structure shapes, respectively. This allowed estimation of maximum likelihood of normal versus inverted fine structure for different stimulus parameters. The above model was used to analyze level and group delay fine-structure shapes independently. In a parallel analysis, the dependent variable was altered to reflect a combination of level and group delay fine-structure shapes. Combination of level and group delay shapes resulted in 64 categories.
Fine-structure periods in the frequency range of interest were assigned nominal center-frequency values in 50-Hz increments. Thus, frequency was treated as an observational variable. In order to avoid the contaminating effects of windowing, the three central fine-structure periods within the test-frequency range for each subject were considered.
V. RESULTS
Different fine-structure shapes observed in level and group-delay data are presented in Figs. 8 and 9 . Log-sine, sawtooth, cusped, and doubled shapes in both normal and inverted forms were observed for group-delay fine structure, and all shapes except doubled and inverted-cusped were observed in level fine structure. Each panel in Figs. 8 and 9 represents data from different subjects and stimulus conditions. The line with circular symbols represents either level ͑Fig. 8͒ or group delay ͑Fig. 9͒. The diamond symbols represent maxima and minima while the inverted triangles represent inflection points. Lines without symbols are used when interpolated data are presented.
There were several instances of different fine-structure shapes for the same stimulus condition for a given subject. One such example is displayed in Fig. 10 . Group delay data are presented for subject KT for primary levels of 45 dB SPL and primary ratio of 1.22. Three different fine-structure shapes ͑cusped, log-sine, and doubled-from left to right͒ are observed. All three shapes are of the normal form in this case. However, observations of switching between normal FIG. 8. Examples of different fine-structure shapes for DPOAE level. DPOAE level is presented with maxima, minima, and inflection points marked by diamonds and inverted triangles, respectively. The dashed line represents group delay under the same stimulus conditions. Subject and stimulus condition information is included in each panel. Symbols are not used in panels where interpolated data are presented. Abscissa and ordinate ranges are different for each panel.
and inverted forms were also made within the same stimulus condition. No systematic patterns of shape combinations or stimulus conditions were observable.
The shapes of three central fine-structure periods in a 500-Hz frequency range ͑1500 to 2000: CZ; 1750 to 2250: KT; 2000 to 2500: AE͒ were determined for statistical analyses. Generalized logistic regression models were developed to look at distributions of eight categories of level and groupdelay fine-structure shapes. In addition, the 64 combinations of level and group-delay fine-structure shape were similarly investigated. A full model was fit with subject, level, and ratio as dependent variables along with an interaction term involving level and ratio. The results of a CATMOD ͑SAS Inc., 1999͒ analysis indicated only level and ratio to be significant (pϽ0.05). A reduced model was fit using these two dependent variables and a maximum likelihood analysis of variance was performed. Primary ratio was the only significant main effect for both level and group delay fine-structure shapes. Ratio had a Wald chi-square value of 12.05 (p Ͻ0.05) for level fine-structure and a Wald chi-square value of 39.33 (pϽ0.0001) for group-delay fine structure. Neither ratio nor primary level had a significant main effect on combination fine-structure shapes.
Response frequencies for different fine-structure shapes for level and group delay out of a total of 660 evaluated fine-structure periods are presented in Fig. 11 . The top panels display frequency of occurrence of different fine-structure shapes for different primary levels. Data for level fine structure are displayed in the left panel, while those for groupdelay fine structure are in the right panel. Similar information for different primary ratios is displayed in the bottom panels. The most prevalent shape in all four panels is normal log-sine. The discrepancy between this and other shapes is greater for level fine structure. As was noted in Figs. 8 and 9 , the diversity of patterns is greater for group delay fine structure. The difference in prevalence between normal log-sine and other patterns for group delay fine structure are reduced at narrow f 2 / f 1 ratios.
Given the dominance of the normal log-sine shape, a subsequent maximum likelihood analysis of variance was FIG. 9 . Examples of different fine-structure shapes for DPOAE group delay. Group delay is presented with maxima, minima, and inflection points marked by diamonds and inverted triangles, respectively. The dashed line represents DPOAE level under the same stimulus conditions. Subject and stimulus condition information is included in each panel. Symbols are not used in panels where interpolated data is presented. Abscissa and ordinate ranges are different for each panel.
FIG. 10. Example of different fine-structure shapes generated by the same stimulus condition in a subject. Interpolated group delay data are presented from subject KT for primary levels of 45 dB SPL and primary ratio of 1.22. Normal cusped, log-sine, and doubled fine-structure shapes are observed from left to right. performed on a reduced data set not containing normal logsine shapes. The goal was to detect significant effects of primary ratio or level on fine-structure shapes that were not normal log-sine. However, the results of this analysis showed no significant effects of either primary level or ratio on group-delay or level fine structure.
A count of different fine-structure shapes showed greater diversity in group-delay fine structure as compared to level fine structure. Approximately 80% of all level-fine-structure shapes were log-sine of which only 0.9% were inverted. The majority of the remaining level shapes were sawtooth. However, approximately 50% of sawtooth level patterns were inverted. Only 7 cusped level patterns were observed out of a total of 660 fine-structure periods evaluated. No doubled patterns were observed for level fine structure. Group-delay shape distribution was in sharp contrast with that observed for level. Patterns were more evenly distributed with only approximately 50% being long-sine. The proportion of normal and inverted patterns varied between shape categories and no consistent pattern was observed.
The use of 64 categories in the combined shape analysis made it rather complex. However, since no main effects for either primary level or ratio was observed when all 64 categories were used in the analysis, the combinations were reduced to four broad categories. The four combination categories were level-normal-group-delay-normal, levelnormal-group-delay-inverted, level-inverted-group-delay normal, and level-inverted-group-delay inverted. A maximum likelihood analysis of variance revealed ratio to have a significant main effect ͑Wald chi-square value of 27.75, p Ͻ0.0001). The response frequencies for this analysis are displayed in Fig. 12 . Results for different primary levels are displayed in the left panel, those for different primary ratios are displayed in the right panel. The two combinations involving normal level fine structure were the most common, with the combination of normal level and group delay being the most common. The only exception was at small ratios ( f 2 / f 1 р1.14) where the combination of normal level and inverted group delay had similar prevalence. The two combinations involving inverted level fine structure were rarely observed.
A. Exotic shapes and multiple reflections
In order to verify the model prediction relating the ''exotic'' fine-structure shapes and multiple reflections in the cochlea, a comparative analysis between time-and frequencydomain results was done. Results of the IFFT analysis were used as time-domain representations of the frequency domain data. A comparison of time-domain results and the cor-FIG. 11. Number of occurrences of different fine-structure shapes out of a total of 660 fine-structure periods evaluated. The upper panels display the number of occurrences for level and group-delay fine structure for different primary levels. The lower panels display similar information for different primary ratios. Normal and inverted shapes are represented by filled and open symbols, respectively. Inverted-cusped and doubled fine-structure shapes were not observed for DPOAE level.
responding level or group delay fine structure in the frequency domain for subject WL under different stimulus conditions is displayed in Fig. 13 .
The first two major peaks in the left column of Fig. 13 represent the component from the overlap region and the initial reflected component from the 2 f 1 Ϫ f 2 tonotopic region, respectively. These are the major peaks observed in the top two rows. The corresponding level and group-delay fine structures are displayed in the right column. Both level and group delay fine structures are classified as normal log-sine in the top row (L 1 ϭL 2 ϭ65 dB SPL; f 2 / f 1 ϭ1.22). While both level and group delay fine structures are again classified as log-sine in the second row (L 1 ϭL 2 ϭ65 dB SPL; f 2 / f 1 ϭ1.11), level fine structure is normal and group-delay fine structure is inverted in this case. Note that, in the time domain results, the reflection component is larger in this case and no additional peaks are observed in time. Both level and group-delay fine structures are inverted log-sine in the third row (L 1 ϭL 2 ϭ45 dB SPL; f 2 / f 1 ϭ1.18). Additional peaks occurring after the generator and initial reflection components can be observed in this case. Finally, both level and group-delay fine structures are inverted and the shape of level fine structure is classified as sawtooth in the last row (L 1 ϭL 2 ϭ65 dB SPL; f 2 / f 1 ϭ1.34). Additional peaks in the time domain are observed in this case as well. Note the correspondence between the observation of longer-latency peaks ͑Ͼ15 ms͒ and ''exotic'' fine-structure shapes.
B. Summary
In our analysis of 660 fine-structure periods, predicted ''exotic'' patterns in both normal and inverted forms were observed. Level fine structure was predominantly log-sine, while group delay fine structure exhibited more varied patterns. While all predicted shapes were observed in group delay fine structure, doubled and inverted-cusped shapes were not observed in level fine structure. Primary ratio had a significant main effect on fine-structure shape. However, this effect was not significant when normal log-sine shapes were excluded from the data set. The combination of normal level and group delay fine structure constituted the majority of fine structure shapes at most ratios. However, the combination of normal level and inverted group delay fine structure was equally prevalent at low f 2 / f 1 ratios. Finally, simultaneous examination of time and frequency domain results revealed a correspondence between the occurrence of multiple peaks and exotic fine-structure shapes.
VI. DISCUSSION
Several ''exotic'' and previously unreported finestructure patterns for DPOAE level and group delay are predicted when multiple internal reflections are incorporated into a classic two-source interference model of DPOAEs. All but one of the predicted fine-structure patterns were observed in our analysis of 660 fine-structure periods recorded from four subjects. The fine-structure pattern classified as ''normal log-sine'' here has been the only one reported in published literature. The shapes observed in this data set deviate from those in previous reports with respect to inversion and existence of ''sawtooth,'' ''doubled,'' and ''cusped'' shapes. Inversion of group delay fine structure in the context of logsine shape is discussed first, and is followed by a detailed treatment of other shapes and their inverted forms.
Inversion of log-sine group-delay fine structure is predicted when ͉R 1 ͉Ͼ1. Recall that R 1 is the product of R d and R a . ͉R d ͉ is predicted to be greater than 1 at narrow f 2 / f 1 ratios ͑Ͻ1. 11͒ ͑Talmadge et al., 1998; Knight and Kemp, 1999͒ , thereby increasing the likelihood of ͉R 1 ͉ being greater than 1 at these ratios. In physical terms, R d can be related to the ratio of energy moving apically versus basally from the overlap region on the basilar membrane. Thus, a value of ͉R d ͉Ͼ1 simply implies that the fraction of DPOAE energy traveling apically is greater than that propagating basally from the overlap region. R a refers to the apical reflectance that is responsible for reflecting the apical-moving energy towards the base of the cochlea. Thus, the magnitude of the initial reflection component is determined by the product of R d and R a . When ͉R d ͉ is greater than 1 at narrow f 2 / f 1 ratios it increases the likelihood of the reflection component FIG. 12 . Number of occurrences of fine-structure-shape combinations for level and group-delay fine structure. Four groups of combinations were formed based on normal or inverted shapes of level and group-delay fine structure. Data for different primary levels and ratios are displayed in the left and right panels, respectively. being larger than the generator component as recorded in the ear canal. Group-delay fine structure is expected to be inverted when the reflection component is larger than the generator component ͑Talmadge et al., 1999͒. Indeed, this combination of inverted group-delay and normal level fine structure is observed more often at f 2 / f 1 ratios lower than approximately 1.14 ͑see Fig. 12͒ . This fact is in consonance with the previously published observation that the reflection component is larger than the generator component at low f 2 / f 1 ratios ͑Talmadge et al., 1999; Knight and Kemp, 1999 . Note that multiple internal reflections are not needed for the occurrence of this pattern. This is evident in the second row of Fig. 13 where group-delay fine structure is inverted and the reflection component is larger than the generator component ͑as seen in the time-domain data͒. Multiple reflections in the form of additional peaks in the time domain are not observed in this case.
Given the above results, one would predict that this pattern should be observed at high f 2 / f 1 ratios as well since ͉R a ͉ may be large and R d Ϸ1 at these ratios. The magnitude FIG. 13 . Comparison of results in times and frequency domains for different stimulus conditions from one subject. Time domain results are displayed in the left column. Level ͑solid line͒ and group-delay ͑broken line͒ fine structures are displayed in the right column. While two principal peaks in time, presumably from the generator and the initial reflected components ͑marked by arrows͒, are seen in the two top rows, additional peaks beyond 15 ms are observed in the bottom two rows. Note the changes in fine-structure shape in the right column of the bottom two rows. cific shape of the waveform is heavily dependent on the number of iterations of the original noise source added to the final signal. Such a signal is referred to as ''iterated ripple noise '' ͑Yost, 1996; Yost et al., 1998͒ and exhibits a shape much like the inverted log-sine fine structure observed here.
Our model correctly predicts the occurrence of different fine-structure shapes for both group delay and level fine structures. The inverted cusped shape for level fine structure is the only shape-category predicted by the model that was not observed in the data set. Finally, we demonstrated a correspondence between the occurrence of these ''exotic'' patterns and the presence of multiple internal reflections using an IFFT analysis. These results show that a detailed model of DPOAEs should indeed include multiple internal reflections. The complexity of the predictions of such a model is also apparent from these data. While we have presented convincing evidence in support of the presence of multiple reflections, this phenomenon still needs to be investigated directly in the time domain.
